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Motherhood is a blessing, a joy, a privilege, and a responsibility of eternal significance, but it is also

equal parts the source of disappointment, discarded dreams, loss of identity and chronic fatigue.

The 100 Most Important Bible Verses for Mothers is just that-verses to encourage you, comfort you,

teach you and inspire you as a mom yes, but also as a woman, a wife, a friend, a daughter and

most importantly, a unique child of God. There is a verse for the days when you delight in the little

guy who won't take off his Superman cape and the days when you would rather lose a limb than do

another load of laundry. There is a verse for the days when you can't remember who you were

before you were Ashley's mom and a verse for the days you are so proud of Scott and the man he

is growing up to be, you can't remember a greater joy than being his mom. The 100 Most Important

Bible Verses for Mothers speaks directly to the hearts of moms everywhere.
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I just love this book! I try to get my day started with reading some of God's word, and with four kids

this makes it easy to accomplish. I usually don't care for devotionals, because they tend to put very

little focus on the scripture, but this one is great in the way it expounds on God's word and brings

out practical ways to apply it to our lives. I've gone through it once all the way through, and now I'm

going through it again.

This is a duplicate for me.I'm passing mine along to my daughter who is a new mom,with notes I've



made for her.Several verses got me through some rough spots.I'd recommend this to any new

Mom.

The 100 Most Important Bible Verses for Mothers by W Publishing Group was a nice devotional.

Sometimes it felt simplistic, while other times I really appreciated a new perspective on some aspect

of mothering. It was probably just right. I am giving it four stars because, while I appreciated it and

benefited from reading it, I didn't feel it was amazing!

I was looking for a simple devotional book to use excerpts from for our church's mom group

newsletter. After a long search I finally stumbled across this book. The short, two-page devotionals

are great! Not too long (which is super important for busy moms) and not too heavy/deep (important

for our group since we don't know where every mom is at with their walk with God).The only critique

I have is that I'm not familiar with the Bible translations the authors used for the verses that are used

throughout the book. Felt like a few of the verses were a little "incorrectly" translated, thus changing

the meaning of the verse and how we apply it to our lives. I was looking the verses up in NIV and

ESV just to compare. They used NKJV and NCV (which is the one I questioned the most) for the

majority of the verses. Just something to keep in mind.Book would probably make a great gift for

moms-to-be!

this book will deepen your relationship with god because it shows the gentle touch of a mother of an

all-powerful god
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